Some properties of BC[a, b] space
We shall prove the following
is strictly increasing and
Proof. If Q = (yo,yi,...,y n ) £ 7 ? ([vp(a) ,is any partition of the interval [<p(a), <p(b)] then points x, := f^iyi), i = 0,1,..., n, form a partition P of the interval [a, 6] . From the inequalities
we get (3), which completes the proof.
An important subset of the space BC [a, 6] is the set of functions of "bounded bend".
We say that the function <p : [a, b] -»• R has a "bounded bend" if it fulfils the following condition 
Inequality (4) is equivalent to the following one 
BC-solutions
By (ii) and (i2) we obtain the estimation
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According to (¡3) we may write the component B in the form 
vif-H'M-vif-H'i-i)]
These estimations imply inequality (8), which completes the proof.
The main result
In order to prove the existence of the unique solution of the equation 
Concerning g we assume hypothesis (i2) and (ia). If po < oo then g fulfils a Lipschitz condition with respect to x and y in [a, 6] x R with constants po and qo given by (7).
We shall prove first the following Lemma Now we define an infinte sequence of functions <p n : [x n+ i,x n ] -* R by the formula
and a finite sequence of functions <p-n : [x_ n +i,x_ n ] -» R by the formula In view of (1) we have js£»= £ E «€ n.
n=-no n=-no+1
Since for n < 0 both summas of the last equality have finity number of components, so it is enough to show that the number
is bounded by a uniform constant M for every s £ N. First we shall estimate the first component on the right-hand side of the equality (15).
Making use of (13) and (8) Similarly taking into account (13) and hypothesis (i2) we can prove inductively an equality
Now, by (18) and (17) for n = 2k we have the following estimation of the expression
+ acxs-^c/'-1 ))»^* -[H «i+.Cr 4 2{Lll{<po)?qi{L x S{r 1 ))\b -a)(l -l0)~l.
Now we shall show the boundedness of the second component on the right-hand side of the equality (15). In view of (13) we get inductively 
